ABSTRACT Camera extrinsic calibration is an important module for robotic visual tasks. A typical visual task is to use a robot and a color camera to pick an object from a variety of items and place it in a designated area. However, the noise of multi-sensor processing may have a significant impact on the results when running a full-process visual task; in addition, checkerboards are inconvenient or unavailable in pick-andplace scenarios. In this paper, we propose and develop a task-oriented markerless hand-eye calibration method by using nonlinear iterative optimization. The optimization employs a transfer error to construct cost function, which is necessarily observable and estimable for visual tasks. Our method does not require a calibration checkerboard and only uses an available saliency object in the task scene as a marker. It provides an end-to-end method that converts extrinsic parameters into variables that are optimized with the cost function, making it not only robust to sensors with noise but also able to meet the requirements of the tasks' reconstruction accuracy. Different from classic methods detecting a known size calibration pattern, the input of our method is a batch of image points and the corresponding world points. The results show that the accuracy of our extrinsic calibration method is sufficient for the robot's pick-and-place tasks. The experiments of the competition demonstrate that our method is definitely effective in the desired tasks of vision-in-the-loop automatic pick-and-place scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic pick-and-place has a wide range of applications in the industrial fields [1] , [2] , such as handling and transporting goods in intelligent logistics and warehouse, as well as grasping and classifying objects in clutters scenes. There is an urgent need for robots to complete tasks automatically through machine vision in the field of industry. High accuracy extrinsic calibration is a key issue to precisely get the position of the objects and achieve industrial automation. It is generally called hand-eye calibration, which is usually used to solve two types of problems [3] , [4] : one is to establish a mapping between the sensor and the robot workspace frame, e.g. robotic pick-and-place an object; the other is to determine the accurate displacement and rotation between two sensors, for example, robot-equipped camera and Inertial
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Measurement Unit (IMU). Regardless of any types, the goal of hand-eye calibration is to solve the problem of visual measurement directly or indirectly.
In robotic industrial application where machine vision is employed for grasping, there are eye-in-hand system and eye-to-hand system depending on the camera's bearing of the installation as is shown in Figure 1 . The classic handeye extrinsic calibration method mainly focused on a calibration pattern with known size to establish the mapping between calibration pattern coordinate frame and image pixel coordinate frame. The corner points in calibration pattern coordinate frame can be determined with the pattern size and the corresponding image pixel coordinate can be captured with corner extraction algorithm. Thus, the extrinsic can be optimized by multiple images.
The classic extrinsic calibration method can effectively solve hand-eye issues; the accuracy and efficiency are mostly satisfactory. Certainly, assumptions are inevitably considered FIGURE 1. Hand-eye system and pick-and-place application. (a) Eye-in-hand system: The camera mounted on the robotic arm, and it will move with the movement of the arm. (1) MIT-Princeton robotic picking system [6] . (2) for practical applications. Typically, in the robotics taskoriented pick-and-place scenarios, the joint angle and endeffector pose of the robot are inaccurate, which cause error propagation and accumulation. In addition, extrinsic calibration methods with checkerboard are sensitive to the accuracy of checkerboard's flatness and size, and ambient light as well. Light reflection will cause corner detection errors, which will directly affect the calibration results.
Previous researches mostly focus on the hand-eye calibration equation of AX = XB or AX = ZB as is described in Figure 1 , which is difficult to address the issues mentioned above. Furthermore, it is sometimes practically inconvenient or unavailable to get the checkerboard in the pick-andplace scenarios. This paper aims to explore an end-to-end checkerboard-free extrinsic calibration method that can be effectively to avoid error propagation and accumulation. It constructs the cost function through the physical world and image pixel, and transforms the extrinsic calibration problem into the parameter optimization problem of the function model. We preliminarily focus on the task-oriented robotic pick-and-place scenarios where the objects are rigid body that can be captured and identified placed on a flat surface. To this end, our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose an end-to-end extrinsic calibration and optimization method without using checkerboard. It can only use a saliency objects available in hand.
• We use transfer error [5] to construct the cost function. The extrinsic is transformed into optimized parameters of the cost function model. The parameters can be complete extrinsic parameters, in terms of rotation matrix and translation vector.
• We present a nonlinear iteration algorithm to optimize cost function. This optimization algorithm is suitable for strictly convex functions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review relevant and state-of-the-art related works. The methodology proposed is presented in Section III. The experiments are conducted and corresponding results are presented and discussed as well in Section IV. Section V draws the conclusions and discusses future works.
II. RELATED WORKS
There is extensive scholarly research on hand-eye calibration for robotic grasping. The research of classic methods is mainly concentrating on solving the equation AX = XB, such as [7] - [9] , but their precision is similar. Moreover, Horaud and Dornaika in their study [10] use the LevenbergMarquart method to solve the equation. Malti [11] refine hand-eye and the camera intrinsic and distortion parameters simultaneously with epipolar constraints and reprojection errors [12] to minimize respectively. Different from the reprojection error generated from two image plane connected by a homography matrix, our method uses transfer error to minimize the cost function. By constructing the cost function, the extrinsic parameters are transformed into the variables of the cost function and then minimizing it to get optimal values.
Besides dealing with the equation AX = XB, much of the hand-eye calibration research has focused on identifying and evaluating the equation AX = ZB. One common approach to solve the equation AX = ZB is separable methods, which decompose it into a purely rotational part R 3x3 and a purely translational part t 3x1 and then estimates R X 3x3 and t X 3x1 respectively. Shah in [13] created a separable closed-form solution to resolve the hand-eye calibration problem. He used a special method that involves the Kronecker product and the singular value decomposition. Tobb and Yousef [3] , [14] use an iterative method with Euler angles to parameterize the rotation components to reduce the camera reprojection VOLUME 7, 2019 error and they provide a method with different choices of cost function, parameter choices and separable versus simultaneous solutions. Another typical method is simultaneous solutions. In view of the consideration of both aspects of the rotation and translation simultaneously, this method will avert to propagate the error of the rotation to the translation error. Strobl and Hirzinger [15] use nonlinear optimization methods to estimate hand-eye calibration rotation and translation. Though it can work with both the formulations AX = XB and AX = ZB, a metric on the rigid translations and the corresponding error model are required. Horaud and Dornaika [10] simultaneously estimate hand-eye parameters by means of global iterative optimization.
Recently, a growing number of researcher have paid more attention to grope for new extrinsic calibration methods. Iyer et al. [16] use a geometrically supervised deep network to estimate the six degree of freedom (6-DOF) rigid body transformation between 3D Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) and 2D camera, which give a good inspiration for the hand-eye calibration. Point cloud registration is applied in [17] for hand-to-eye system to estimate the extrinsic parameters through contact-based interaction, which doesn't rely on any fiducial markers or calibration rigs. But they need an additional contact sensor to get contact information. Pachtrachai et al. [18] solved unsynchronized hand-eye calibration that the data streams are different capture rates and time delays. They use cross-correlation to synchronize data and use screw constrains to recover data.
Moreover, several systematic studies and reviews of extrinsic calibration optimization have been undertaken. In consideration of sensor noises, according to [19] , [20] , there are some approaches using Kalman filter to estimate the calibration between camera and IMU. This is a practical method to reduce noise and improve accuracy. Huang and Stachniss [21] systematically studied and compared the accuracy of the three calibration method AX = B, AX = XB and AX = ZB, showing that in some cases, the motion-based calibration method is superior to the marker-based method. This gives us theoretical support with a markerless approach. Lina and Shen in [22] presents an online markerless approach, which use 5-DOF and nonlinear optimization to calibrate stereo extrinsic. Furrer et al. [23] created and provided a collection of datasets for hand-eye calibration and validated different filtering methods on these datasets.
III. PEOPOSED METHOD A. GEOMETRIC MODEL
In this section, we begin our method by defining geometric notations and coordinate frame. Assuming the camera is a pinhole model [5] , we can quickly compute that the point P(X , Y , Z ) T in the 3D space is mapped to the point p(u, v) T on the image plane by similar triangles. Denote the focal length of camera as f ; then we have the equation as follows: Based on the pinhole camera model, we define four coordinate frames as shown in Figure 2 : pixel coordinate frame (O 0 −UV ), which is located in the image plane, with principal point O 0 in the top left corner of the image, pixel for unit; image coordinate frame (O i − X i Y i ), which is paralleled with Pixel coordinate frame, but its principal point O i is the center of the image, meter for unit; camera coordinate frame (O c − X c Y c Z c ) located in the optical center, with coinciding with optical axis, X and Y axis both perpendicular to Z axis, in line with the right-hand coordinate frame; and world coordinate frame (O w − X w Y w Z w ) is located in the three-dimensional physical space, which is custom coordinate frame. All of the coordinate frames satisfy right-hand rule. Generally, points in space are expressed in the Euclidean coordinate frame, known as world coordinate frame. In the case where the camera intrinsic matrixes are known, we can establish the mapping relationship between the pixel points on the image and the camera coordinate frame. Further, to determine the coordinates of the image pixel in the world coordinate frame, the transformation between O c − X c Y c Z c and O w − X w Y w Z w needs to be known. The two coordinate frames are related with a rotation matrix R and a translation vector t. According to Zhang [24] , a point (X w , Y w , Z w ) T in 3D physics space is mapped to pixel coordinate (u, v) T . We can get the homogeneous coordinates as described in the equation
where s is an arbitrary scale factors, (R, t) is extrinsic parameters which we denote as = (R, t); M is camera intrinsic matrix.
B. FORMULATION
Reprojection error is used to represent the error between the projected point and the measured one of the images. As is shown in Figure 3 same point in space. We have the reprojection error equation as follows:
where p i = H p i , H is a homography between two images; and d represents the Euclidean distance of two points. If we consider error only in the second image with the first is measured perfectly, the above expression is degenerated to transfer error defined as Eq. (4). A comparison between reprojection error and transfer error is shown in Figure 3 .
As described in Eq. (2), 2D pixel (u, v) and 3D world point (X , Y , Z ) is converted through rigid-body motion and perspective projection with the parameters of extrinsic and intrinsic respectively. Assume the world points are in a plane; thus this model is transformed into a map of image plane and world plane. We denote world plane as π, world points as W (x), and image plane as π , image points as I (x). Thus, we have W (x) ∈ π and I (x) ∈ π . Then, the map from image plane to world plane is represented as:
Their equation is given by:
Rotation of extrinsic is represented by the Euler angles as
Thus, the rotation angles are R (ϕ, θ, ψ) ∈ R 3 and translation vector is t ∈ R 3 . Then, cost function is constructed as:
Consequently, extrinsic is transferred as the parameters of objective function to be optimized. We can optimize the 6DOF parameters that is given by Eq. (9) or we only optimize the rotation R (ϕ, θ, ψ) and just initialize the translation t as shown in Eq. (10) .
The classic hand-eye calibration methods for AX = XB or AX = ZB, estimate the homography H with two or multiple sets of corresponding images. In consideration of error in each of the two images, an alternative method of quantifying error involves estimating a correction for each correspondence, known as reprojection error. However, the proposed algorithm establishes the relationship between the coordinates of the plane marker points in the world frame and the corresponding points on the image. The coordinates of the marker points in world frame can be strictly accurately measured. In this case, the appropriate quantity to be minimized is the transfer error.
C. ITERATIVE MINIMIZATION METHOD
Our proposed extrinsic calibration method is derived from task-oriented robotic pick-and-place tasks, which is simultaneously in consideration of extrinsic calibration and reconstruction as shown in Figure 4 . When calibration datasets have been collected, world points and image points are input in objective function, where image points are converted to the world coordinate with the process of perspective projection and rigid-body motion. Then, extrinsic becomes part of decision variables. Certainly, we can select part of extrinsic as the decision variables. In this paper, we studied the model with optimizing translation (w/) and without optimizing translation (w/o). Experiments show their difference in Section IV. In addition, constraint conditions are given by Eq. (8); Algorithm1, 2 are employed to optimize the objective function as iteration method. In the part of reconstruction, we use pixel points from images and calibrated extrinsic to estimate their position in physics space. Naturally, reconstruction accuracy is used as the accuracy evaluation metric.
Algorithm 1 Optimizing Extrinsic
Input: W (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), world points I (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), image points while convergence condition not satisfied if rotation and translation to be optimized then 
Algorithm 2 One Iteration With Simplex FS(·)
Denote φ(i) as the list of points, i = 1, 2, . . . , n + 1,.
Order the points from lowest function value
We propose an iteration method to optimize extrinsic in Algorithm1. For the input of world points and image points, it is optional to optimize both rotation and translation, or rotation-only. When the convergence condition is dissatisfied, Algorithm1 will search a better solution within each iteration. For each iteration step, Algorithm2 is used to search with simplex [25] properties. After initialization, this algorithm constructs a simplex of n + 1 points and orders these points from lowest function value g(φ(i)) to highest. The simplex updates according to the procedure of the algorithm. At each step, the algorithm use another point to replace current worst point φ(n + 1) in the simplex.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A classic object pick-and-place vision task is presented in Figure 5 with a camera installed over the table and various objects on the table to be grabbed to the desired regions. On the right is a 7 DOF Kinova robotic arm. The basket next to Kinova is utilized to place the object grabbed. After the objects are designated, the robot automatically grabs the objects one by one from the table and puts them in the basket. Undoubtedly, recognizing objects and knowing where they are is one of the most important steps. In our experiment, we use camera to capture images and Kinova to read the position and orientation of the end-effector from the robot controller.
The specific steps of estimating the relationship between the camera coordinate frame and robot base coordinate frame are as follows:
(1) Define the camera coordinate frame and the world coordinate frame as Figure 2 . The world coordinate frame is exactly the robot base coordinate frame.
(2) Calibrate camera intrinsic parameters and distortion coefficient and measure the translation t between the two coordinate frames.
(3) Place an available object on the workbench and move the end-effector of the arm in the state of gripping the object. Then capture the camera image and record the end-effector's position in the world coordinate frame.
(4) Repeat step (3) at least 15 times. Then we can obtain the datasets of images and the corresponding end-effector's position. The end-effector's position is regarded as world points W (x). The image points I (x) that are synchronized with world points are obtained with vision-based detection algorithm.
(5) Input the image points and corresponding world points into the proposed algorithm and initialize the rotation angle; then we can get the optimal value of the rotation in the form of Euler angles.
To increase the scientific rigor and reliability of the method, we performed multiple quantitative experiments to validate our proposed method. Before showing the experimental results, we will introduce the error metrics first.
B. ACCURACY METRICS
To analyze and compare the results of our proposed method, reconstruction accuracy error is used to evaluate the results of our method. The reconstruction accuracy is to determine the position of the target in the world coordinate frame from the pixel coordinates of the target image by the obtained extrinsic of the camera and the robot, and compare the distance from the real position. The position of the target in world coordinates from the image pixels can be determined simply with the methods of pinhole camera model and rigid body coordinate transformation.
When robots are used to perform vision tasks, we are more interested in how the tasks are completed. Extrinsic is mainly used to solve two types of problems as described in section I, so starting from task drive, we use reconstruction accuracy error to evaluate the effect of task completion. For example, when we use the robotic arm to grasp an object, we want to know the distance between the target position determined by visual methods and its ground truth position. If we denote n and i as the total number of samples and component of it respectively, the reconstruction accuracy error is defined as the average Euclidean distance between calibration object points χ i and the estimated pints y i . Namely,
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) ALGORITHM ITERATION AND RECONSTRUCTION ACCURACY
In this section, the methods previously presented are validated with real datasets. The datasets of images are collected with a color camera and a vision-based detection algorithm was used to detect the calibration object to get image points I (x).
The camera's intrinsic parameters are pre-calibrated. The ground truth of world points W (x) was obtained from the robotic arm. Figure 6 shows the loss of iterative optimization function with and without optimizing translation in the color of green and cyan respectively. In both of the models, the initial value of Euler angles are set as euler = pi 0 pi/2 T , where pi is the ratio of circumference to diameter. In the model of w/o, the displacement of the two coordinate frame is set to a fixed value t, denoted t = [−0.52 − 0.59 0.7] T ; while the model w/ set t as initial value. The convergence satisfies ε < 1e − 4; the maximum number of iteration is not limited. We used 30 batch size of data for the iterative optimization. In both of the two models, iterative optimization starts from the same point. The first one is optimized for a threedimension vector that stops after iterations more than a hundred times; the second includes rotation and translations of a six-dimension vector that converges after more than three hundred iterations, and its convergence value is lower than the first one as well. As TABLE 1 shows, there is a significant difference between the two models, including the number of iterations, consumed time, η, and the final value of the cost function. Datasets, including optimization samples and test samples, used in both of the two models are the same. What is interesting about the data in this table is that although the number of iterations 371 takes more time and the cost function drops more, its reconstruction accuracy doesn't perform better in test samples. This suggests that higher dimensional optimization variables do not necessarily give better results. The proposed algorithm can only optimize the rotation, or optimize the rotation and translation at the same time.
To further explore their differences and effects on reconstruction accuracy, a comparative experiment was conducted and their results are presented in Figure 7 . As is illustrated in Figure 7 , we selected every 5 batch size of data as iterative samples, from 5 to 30. For each experiment, we can get an estimated extrinsic result. Then the optimized results of translation and Euler angles are used to perform reconstruction accuracy error testing in the test samples that contain 20 batch size of data. It is apparent from Figure 7 that as the batch size increases, there is a clear trend of decreasing of reconstruction error in the two models of with and without optimizing translation decreases. Although η is high when the number of points is small, η drops significantly as the number of iteration samples increases, and finally in both of the two models is less than 1 cm. When the number of iteration samples is more than 10, reconstruction accuracy of w/ remains dynamic stable, but the model of w/o is still a slow downward trend. Considering each independent pick-and-place task, the maximum of reconstruction accuracy error seems to be more convincing. Through numerous experiments, we observed that when η is less than 15mm, it is sufficient for our picking tasks. If the number of iteration samples is over 15, it can meets our pick-and-place indicator requirements.
Comparatively analyzing as presented in TABLE 1 and Figure 7 , considering efficiency and accuracy, performance of w/o is better. Especially when there are a large number of robots and sensors that need calibration, such as robot swarm, w/o has a greater advantage. In addition, in order to maintain better accuracy and stability, or in other words, in order to make the variance of reconstruction accuracy smaller and the mean lower, the model with optimizing translation should use more than 10 iteration samples and the model w/o should use more than 15. Figure 8 shows the estimated reconstruction results under the robot base coordinate frame space, including optimization samples and test samples. Optimization samples are used for iteration and optimization, while test samples are used for testing the proposed algorithm's reconstruction accuracy. As a key part of automatic acquisition of image points, we use SSD [26] and saliency detection (SR + CNN) [27] algorithms to detect the calibration object for experiments. Considering that it is also necessary to recognize objects for vision-based grasping tasks, training an object detection algorithm in the process of extrinsic calibration never brings additional work. The average reconstruction accuracy error of SSD-without, SSD-with, SR + CNN-without and SR + CNN-with is 9.22, 6.92, 10.4 and 8.10 mm. Although their image detection results are different, they all can satisfy the accuracy requirements of the object grasping. Additionally, no matter the model of w/o or w/, test samples show a relatively stable reconstruction error, which is very beneficial for grasping tasks. Because for the pick-and-place tasks, each picking action can have a certain range of acceptable errors. But too much error can lead to the failure of current picking task, even in the next picking try, the reconstruction error is quite small. It is experimentally found that reconstruction accuracy error less than 15mm is sufficient for completing a grasping task. Therefore, the results of test samples demonstrate the effectiveness of our method for automatic pick-and-place scenarios. 
2) WEIGHTS COMPARISON BETWEEN ROTATION AND TRANSLATION
Actually, rotation and translation of the extrinsic parameters have different weights on the reconstruction accuracy. Figure 9 displays a comparison of their differences in terms of reconstruction accuracy. We get the optimal value of the extrinsic as the standard value, and then artificially add different percentages of disturbance to the translation and rotation respectively, including 1%, 3%, 6%, 10%. Five percent of noise is a remarkable error, but in order to compare the different weights of the rotation and translation, we artificially added a maximum disturbance of 10%. Intuitively speaking, in our experiment, the translation introduces a 1% error of approximately 5 mm, while the rotation Euler angle introduces a 1% error of approximately 1.8 degrees. An error of 5 mm in length is more difficult to occur than an error of 1.8 degrees in angle in the process of measurement. Or, under the most condition generally, the measurement error will be less than 5 mm in length and greater than 1.8 degrees in angle. However, from the test results of η, it can be seen roughly that under the same proportion of disturbance, the reconstruction accuracy of the Euler angle is much larger than the translation. Even when the translation increases by 1% of disturbance, the average η of the test sample is 7.65 mm, which is even smaller than the standard value of 7.91 mm as far as reconstruction accuracy. Considering that the translation is generally at the meter level and the 1% disturbance is at the centimeter level, the proposed extrinsic calibration methods have a good robustness within a controllable disturbance range. Although the weight of the effects of rotation and translation through the disturbance percentage can be roughly estimated, however, because of the different dimensions of length and angle, it cannot be directly compared. In order to observe the effect of rotation and translation on the reconstruction accuracy of extrinsic, we introduced the Mahalanobis distance. Mahalanobis distance is an effective method for calculating the similarity of two unknown sample sets, which is unitless and scale-invariant. Figure 10 shows the relationship between noise intensity and Mahalanobis distance. In the Mahalanobis distance space, the curves of translation and rotation are significantly diverse. In the Euclidean space, the difference between the two may not be obvious, but there is a noteworthy difference in the Mahalanobis space. For example, when the Mahalanobis distance is 100, the translation brings 6.48% error, while the rotation only brings 1.63% error. In other words, the rotation only needs to introduce 1.63% of the noise, which can produce Mahalanobis distance of 100. As the noise intensity increases, the difference between the two is increasingly obvious. A possible explanation for this might be that the translation's error only increases the error of the same scale in the reconstruction accuracy, while the rotation's error will be amplified as the depth increases. As a result, the scale of the error is related VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. Reconstruction accuracy of test samples that introduce disturbance of camera intrinsic matrix and distortion coefficient. to the distance between the camera and the working plane of the robotic arm.
3) ROBUSTNESS TEST AGAINST CAMERA INTRINSIC NOISE
Camera's intrinsic matrix and distortion coefficients are generally essential for vision tasks or reconstructions. However, there are certain errors in the commonly used camera intrinsic parameters methods [24] . Existing extrinsic calibration methods hardly take the camera intrinsic noise into account. However, the intrinsic parameter error is a nonnegligible factor in vision tasks. From the perspective of task-oriented, our method considers the intrinsic parameters noise of the camera. As presented in Eq. (6), the camera intrinsic parameters are optimized together to improve the accuracy of vision localization in the process of extrinsic optimization. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the reconstruction accuracy results of the test samples by optimizing the extrinsic parameters when the camera intrinsic parameters are added disturbance. We use the intrinsic parameters obtained by [24] as the standard value, and then add noise from 1% to 5% based on this standard value. In the optimization process and the reconstruction process, we all use the same set of camera intrinsic parameters, with or without noise in the uniform percentage simultaneously. Figure 11 evidently shows the reconstruction accuracy results for each test sample. Compared to the standard model, there is no obvious trend in adding disturbance. On some test samples, it is normal for the reconstruction accuracy result of adding noise to perform better. But on other test samples, the reconstruction accuracy with disturbance added even perform better. This discrepancy could be attributed to that the standard camera parameters actually are not the strictly precise values, but rather we regard them as standard values. When the intrinsic parameters noise are added 5%, the reconstruction accuracy of the test samples is almost the largest. These results show that when the disturbance gradually increases, the results will be greatly affected. But in a certain disturbance range, the proposed methods can optimize the error introduced by the camera intrinsic parameters.
When the noise percentage is lower 3%, the reconstruction accuracy is in a relatively small range; 1% of the noise of the reconstruction accuracy is even lower than the standard value. However, when the intrinsic noise reaches 4% and 5%, their reconstruction accuracy increases by 1.7 mm and 3.4 mm respectively. Although the absolute error is not remarkable, the percentage of error increases by 22% and 37.8% respectively. Considering the accuracy requirements of vision tasks, it seems that we need to pay attention to the camera intrinsic parameters error when using the proposed method.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The proposed hand-eye calibration method is demonstrated as an effective approach for robotic pick-and-place tasks. Compared with the classic hand-eye calibration that uses a checkerboard to assist in calibrating extrinsic, our method only uses an available object in the task scene. In addition, the proposed method is robust to measurement errors. Through experimental observation, we found that the reconstruction accuracy of 15 mm is sufficient for our pickand-place tasks. Practically, the maximum and the average reconstruction accuracy error are 11.3 mm and 7.91 mm respectively. For each picking try, the end-effector of robotic arm moves to the appropriate position, ensuring the finger's successful gripping of the object. From the engineering point of view, our method is not only easy to access and implement in practice, but also is effective for our tasks.
Actually, our method is not limited to the extrinsic calibration and optimization of the hand-eye system; it can be used to optimize the extrinsic calibration between two sensors as well. For the following works, we would try to use this method to calibrate the extrinsic parameters between cameras and IMU.We intend to use the drone's onboard camera to visually locate the ground target and apply the method to the camera and IMU calibration. 
